SECURITY NEWS & INDUSTRY UPDATE. MAY 2020....
Updates from the regulator...
COVID-19 - A message from
SIA Chief Executive, Ian Todd.
During these challenging and difficult times I want to
keep you up to date on how we are responding to the
COVID-19 crisis. We know the significant impact that
COVID-19 is having on the industry, and we are
exploring initiatives to enable businesses to operate
while managing this crisis.

Key developments include:
Remote training pilot
A key area of concern has been around training. We are piloting, under very carefully controlled
conditions, remote training for some licence-linked qualifications.
We will be evaluating the pilot with a view to rolling this out more widely. This will be done only
when we have assured ourselves that the systems of assessment are robust.
Approved Contractor Scheme assessments
In response to concerns raised by approved contractors, we have extended all annual assessments
by an initial three months. We will review the extension at the end of this period.
Approved contractor fee payment extension
Approved contractors due to pay fees in the next three months will be given up to three months to
pay instead of the normal 21 days. Any approved contractors wishing to take advantage of this
should contact us via their business account.
Disclosure Scotland electronic applications
For individuals in Scotland applying for a licence, I am pleased to advise that Disclosure Scotland
has created an electronic application process in order to allow for disclosure applications to
proceed. This allows licence applications to progress and decisions to be made as normal.
Our customer support team continues to operate. If you require help, please contact us through
your online account or via the ‘contact us’ form on our website.
We are continuing to respond to business enquiries within 48 hours, and responding to individuals
as quickly as possible, usually within five working days. Please only submit one message, we will
reply as soon as possible.
We are continuing to process new licence applications made through businesses using our
Licence Management service. The Post Office remains open to do this but with some temporary

closures and limits to service. To find your nearest open branch and avoid unnecessary travel,
please use the Post Office’s branch finder at https://www.postoffice.co.uk/branch-finder.
Please do not send any documents to us as our office is closed. Any documents already in our
possession are being stored safely and will be returned as soon as it is safe to do so, but this may
be some time off in the current climate. We apologise for any inconvenience this may cause, but
the situation is currently beyond our control.
We are continuing to work with colleagues in the Disclosure and Barring Service and with our
system suppliers to implement online methods for identity verification, to the appropriate
standard, without relying on physical documents where possible.
As we enter the Bank Holiday weekend may I take this opportunity to wish you a happy and safe
weekend. Please continue to follow the Government advice.
Stay at home, protect the NHS and save lives.

Improvements to our Licensing System
On Monday April 6th between 7pm and 10pm
we will be introducing a number of
improvements to our licensing system. This
means that our licensing site will not be
available between these times. You will still be
able to use our Register of Licence Holders.
What improvements are we making?
If you use our Licence Management, Licence Assist or Licence Pay Only services, you will know that
you can only re-send a linking invite once the original link has expired. We are changing this. In
future, you will be able to re-send linking invites even when the previous one is still active. Note:
linking requests will continue to expire after 48 hours.
The option to re-send a linking invite will appear under the ‘Actions’ button on the ‘Our People’
page of your business account.
We are making this change as a result of feedback we have received. If you have any thoughts on
how we can improve our online services further, please tell us through your online account.

Changes to Licence Dispensation Notices (LDN)
If you work for an approved contractor, we have made it easier for you to start or continue working
in the current crisis. As of 17 April 2020, Licence Dispensation Notices (LDN) may be issued to a
security operative whose application is at Next Steps and has been paid for, rather than waiting
until it reaches Checks in Progress.

The duration of the LDN has also been extended from 10 to 20 weeks before needing to be
renewed. This applies to both first and subsequent LDNs.
We will keep these arrangements under review. More information on this change and guidance on
the use of Licence Dispensation Notices is now available on our website.
This change was mentioned in our Chief Executive's message and the guidance is available for
more information See SIA website for full details.

Over the last few months, we have been sharing the stories of security operatives who have gone
above and beyond to protect the public using the hashtag #SIAHeroes.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic began the private security industry has responded quickly and many
security operatives and businesses have been working as critical and key workers to protect the
public and key infrastructure.
We wanted to recognise the role private security is playing during the #COVID19 pandemic and
share examples on social media, in private security media and local press. Many of you have sent
us stories and some of these are featured here.
We will continue sharing these stories - send us your stories about the work you and your
colleagues have been doing to respond to this emergency.
For full, up to the minute information on the work that the SIA is doing, please visit their website
at: https://www.sia.homeoffice.gov.uk/

CPNI issues security guidance
The Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure
(CPNI) has issued guidance on good personnel security
practices during the COVID-19 pandemic.
This is intended to remind businesses to continue to
address risks, even when usual security practices may
be suspended or changed. Sadly, the threat to security from sophisticated hostile intelligence
actors through to low-level criminals continues, and could even increase in the current
environment.

Follow link to download the full guidance (PDF): HERE

Graham Bassett & Mike Hurst stepping down
after a decade running ASIS UK Chapter

Internationally respected security industry
leaders, and friends of TPSO magazine,
Graham and Mike will step down as
Chapter Officers following the ASIS UK
Spring Seminar on March 17th. Both will
remain as Directors of ASIS UK Chapter
208 (the limited liability company by
guarantee) until their terms of office expire
at the end of 2020.
Some words from ASIS UK Chairman, Russell Penny CPP......
“........During Mike and Graham’s tenure the UK chapter has enjoyed unprecedented growth and
development. The Chapter’s membership has increased by almost a quarter (it is at an all-time high),
income from sponsors has increased tenfold, we have hosted the European Conference twice, in 2012
and 2016, our Newsletter has won multiple awards and the chapters standing within the international
security profession has never been higher. Graham and Mike have fostered stronger
relationships/friendships for the UK Chapter (even with Brexit!) serving on the European Conference
Programme Committee and European Advisory Council from 2011 – 2019 and more recently on the
European Governance Workstream which will define the future structure of ASIS Europe.
Amongst other ASIS activities,
Graham is the current Assistant
Regional Vice President for
Region 9a and Mike is Secretary of
the
ASIS
Professional
Development Council. In 2018
Graham and Mike were joint
recipients of the Chapters’ Mervyn
David Award and in 2016 Mike
was presented with the ASIS
International President’s Award of
Merit. 2020 is also Graham’s 25th
year as an ASIS UK Chapter member.
Both have been recognised by their peers in the IFSEC Global Influencers ‘Security Thought
Leadership’ category for their overall contribution to the profession. They are also both Ambassadors
for veterans’ mental health charity PTSD Resolution for which, via ASIS UK and their other activities,
they have raised both awareness and money to treat those affected by this condition.
Graham and Mike have devoted countless volunteer hours to ASIS UK and they will continue to do
so, but in less demanding roles......”

Excellent Security Standards recognised
with Silver Fox Award 2019.
Graff Diamonds, an international, prestigious jewellers engaged
FM Contract Watch to carry out security training exercises,
penetration and customer service audits to test their in-house
security guarding teams at their premises in London and Paris.
The audits and training exercises highlight any areas where
improvements may be required, but also focus on good practice
and reward first-class security work.
On Monday, 27th January, the Graff security
team were awarded the Silver Fox 2019
Certificate to recognise the continued high
standards found when tested by the team of
Auditors. The Certificate was received by
Chris Hill, Graff Security Supervisor.
Nathan Bray, Chief Risk Officer, Graff
Diamonds stated “We use an independent
company to regularly test the security team
and during 2019 they were faced with
numerous scenarios. I am delighted with the
outcome of the audits which has resulted in
us receiving the Silver Fox Certificate once again”.
Congratulations from TPSO magazine to all of the Security Team who have clearly maintained an
excellent standard throughout the year. Keep up the good work...

Great FREE 'Retail Security' E-Book released
by Tony O'Brien from Security Operative
Consultancy Services!
Tony thought about releasing a book on retail
security later this year and was in the process of
gathering together various articles he had written in
the past and writing some new material.
However with the current issues in the security sector
Tony decided to make it available for FREE as a PDF
download. TPSO magazine asked Tony why?:.........
•
“............There are many people entering the
industry right now with little or no experience and no chance to train.
• The are a high number of people from other security sectors such as events and door
supervision moving into retail in the short term to make ends meet and they may not be
familiar with some of the legislation in place.

• There are some security companies now moving into retail from other sectors and their
trainers may not be as familiar with retail security as they are in those other sectors.
• Even for experienced practitioners they might have an interest in refreshing knowledge or
even pick up something new.
For all of these reasons I have put together a handbook for retail security officers. It is over 80
pages of information from previous articles and new writing combined in one place. It's filled with
legal knowledge and practical tips for those starting off in retail security and information trainers
could potentially use to support training new staff.............”
Bravo Tony!

You can download the book

*****HERE*****

(We strongly recommend a visit to Tony's blog at: https://securityoperative.ie as it is packed with useful
guidance on a wealth of security matters, written by one of the smartest guys in the industry.... (We are big
fans here at TPSO Towers!)
Please feel free to share the link to Tony's excellent work, and give it a plug on social media!............Ed.)

(TPSO's Rollo Davies visited Genetec HQ in Canada last year and was hugely impressed by the innovation
coming out of the industry leading security tech company.... If you use Genetec systems, you'll want to know
about their latest development............. Ed.)

Genetec releases access control feature to help organizations
identify people who are at increased risk of being in contact with
contaminants or contagious individuals.

“Contagion/Contaminant Proximity Report” available free of charge to any Genetec Security Centre
Synergis™ access control customers
MONTRÉAL, April 3rd, 2020— Genetec Inc., a leading technology provider of unified security,
public safety, operations, and business intelligence solutions today announced that it has released
a new reporting function for its Security Center Synergis™(Synergis) access control system that is
designed to help organizations find all people who went through a door in close proximity to
someone thought to be contagious. It is conceivable that they may have contaminated the door
handle or other surfaces or left aerosol contaminants in their passage. This report helps identify all
people who are at increased risk of being in contact with contaminants or contagious
individuals. This feature will be also useful for customers that handle dangerous substances and is
made available to all Genetec Synergis Access Control customers at no cost.

Developed at the request of McCormick Place in Chicago, North America’s largest convention
Centre, the reporting function correlates physical proximity of an infected individual with other
employees and badged visitors based on the use of the access control system. A report can quickly
be generated to correlate access events by time window to identify people who are at increased
risk of being in contact with contaminants or contagious individuals. This will allow enterprises to
proactively advise individuals of their potential contamination and take the necessary hygienic
precautions, as outlined by health and safety procedures and regulations.
“With Synergis, any organization can produce a detailed report that shows exposure metrics for
employees and visitors utilizing existing access control data,” said Thibaut Louvet, Product Group
Director, Access Control at Genetec. “It considers that if two people went through the same door in
a short period of time, chances are high that they had some level of interaction. This forensic
analysis can be extremely beneficial to organizations seeking to use technology they already have
to better protect employees, visitors, and the broader community.”
“Our number one priority is to ensure the health and safety of our guests and staff, so we knew we
needed to be prepared for any eventuality,” said McCormick Place Security Systems Coordinator
Brett Zelnio. “In the fight against a contagion that can be spread easily through surfaces or
proximity to infected individuals, knowledge is our best defence to stem the spread of these types
of viruses. Being able to utilize technology to provide these additional metrics available through
this system is a new and critical tool.”
“Only about half of Security Centre features are a result of Genetec anticipating which technology
will be useful for our customers. The other half are as a result of what our customers dream up.
They regularly imagine clever and innovative ways to use the system and suggest useful new
feature ideas. The Contagion/Contaminant Proximity Report is a case in point,” said Pierre Racz,
President, Genetec Inc. “A clever member of the technical staff at one of our public infrastructure
customers requested the Contagion/Contaminant Proximity Report and we were taken by its
usefulness and brilliant simplicity - so we fast tracked its development.”
Existing Synergis customers who want to find out more about the Contagion/Contaminant
Proximity Report can go to the Genetec Customer Portal or contact sales@genetec.com

Violence Against NHS Staff.
Survey results following the publication of the Draft Violence Reduction Standards.....
On 18th February, NHS England published draft Violence Reduction Standards on the Future NHS
Collaboration Platform. A consultation period of 8 days had been given with a closing date on 2nd
March. Members were asked to answer 9 questions and provide their comments and observations.

The full comments and survey results are available ***HERE***
NAHS will be calling on NHS England and NHS Improvement, to ensure the wider Security
Management aspect of the NHS agenda is not forgotten as Violence is just one of the many
challenges we face operationally on a daily basis.

COVID-19 Related Crime.
In the last few weeks we have seen an increase in reports of crime
that is believed to be directly related to the COVID-19 Pandemic. The
crime ranges from alleged theft of scrubs, face masks, gloves and in
particular hand gel / spirigel hand sanitiser.
We have even received reports of wall mounted dispensers being
pulled off the wall and of the units and refills appearing for sale on
eBay.
There have also been a number of media reports, many of which
turned out to be false, of staff being assaulted and robbed for their
NHS ID cards.
Whilst we cannot comment on the accuracy of these reports, it is
considered prudent to warn all NAHS members nevertheless.

Need THE DEFINITIVE source of accurate COVID-19 information?
Check out the COVID Telegraph!
Grey Hare Media's Philip Ingram MBE, in association
with Cross Sector Safety & Security Communications,
has produced a fantastic resource for all things Corona
Virus related.
Up to the minute, accurate and reliable, TPSO
magazine can't recommend this enough......

https://thecovidtelegraph.com/
(Please, please, please don't get your information from
social media conspiracy theorists, and if you have the
slightest belief that 5G masts have anything whatsoever
to do with the current crisis, please utilize your right to
remain silent............ Ed!)

Milestone Chooses SelectaDNA As New Technology Partner
A unique, cutting-edge partnership has launched
between two global security suppliers that looks set
to significantly enhance crime fighting outcomes of
video surveillance systems.
SelectaDNA’s forensic marking technology has been
chosen as a Milestone Systems’ Technology Partner,
with a special focus on integrating SelectaDNA’s
Intruder Spray with Milestone’s IP-based video
management solutions.
The new X-Protect-SelectaDNA integration, combines the functionality of verifiable video
date/timestamps and video footage from Milestone with forensic DNA tagging technology to
enhance criminal investigations and reduce crime.
Henrik Friborg Jacobsen, co-founder of Milestone, explained
what first attracted him to invest in SelectaDNA technology,
which is now available in the United States through CSI Protect.
“The idea of tagging criminal offenders and valuable assets with
a unique and traceable fluid was new to me. Linking criminals to
the crime scene and stolen assets to their rightful owner is
obviously very important and often extremely difficult. It’s
unlike any other emerging technology I’ve seen and is a huge
help when deployed.”
While relatively new in the US, SelectaDNA’s range of
technology has been in use for more than a decade in the UK
and has been exported to 33 countries on five continents.
“The new integration is exciting because it enables Milestone’s
customers to easily extend their video surveillance installation
with the SelectaDNA spray system and make use of the new
technology which complements their video system very well,” explained Friborg.
With a clear focus on deterring burglary, robbery, theft and unauthorized access, the water-based,
non-toxic intruder spray can be remotely activated in numerous ways including a panic button,
money clip, remote video monitoring, burglar alarms, access control and intrusion detection
systems.
When triggered, the spray emits a fine mist which remains on a criminal’s skin and clothing for
several weeks, allowing police to identify them well after the crime has been committed. Where
used with the warning signage provided, it has proven reduction figures of 40-86% where
deployed.
Milestone was founded in Denmark in 1998, originally as a software consultancy firm. However in
1999, when network cameras came on the market, the company really took off.
Friborg recalled: “Network cameras were originally not intended for video surveillance, but if

appropriate software was made they could be used for that purpose with great benefit to the
customer.
“We launched the first simple video management software (VMS) late 1999 as a pioneer to the
market. Since then our products have been continually improved and the VMS business has grown
an average of 18 per cent each year, and keeps growing. Combined with continuous expansion of
our organisation and a firm market foothold, Milestone is now a market leader worldwide.”
In fact, Milestone has a huge customer base in the US and a very large sales and partner channel.
“It is my strong belief many of the US Milestone partners will find the SelectaDNA products very
interesting for certain deployments,” said Friborg.
Friborg thinks the DNA intruder sprays will have the biggest potential for the US market since
robbery is unfortunately common in some areas. “The intruder sprays have a proven deterrent
effect, and I hope they can become a big help in reducing the risk of robberies, thereby providing a
much safer shopping and working environment at our clients’ premises,” he said.
The technology is already used and trusted by some of the largest companies around the world
including Louis Vuitton, Chanel, Tag Heuer, G4S, 7-Eleven, T-Mobile, Securitas, Lloyds Bank,
McDonald’s, Circle K, Tesco and countless others.
“The biggest challenge in the US is the fact the police force and law enforcement agencies are
extremely large, and divided into many different organizations as well as by state. So there are
many, many people to educate and train.
“Dealing with US police and law enforcement is a never-ending and huge undertaking, so our goal
over the next few years is that SelectaDNA technology becomes commonly known and
acknowledged across the US by our customers, the security industry and by law enforcement
agencies and the justice system.”
James Brown, Managing Director of
Selectamark Security Systems plc (the
manufacturer of SelectaDNA) believes that
the US market will follow a similar pattern
to the UK: ‘When we launched SelectaDNA
in the UK in 2005, we had to start from
scratch. Although we already had an
excellent relationship with the Police
nationally, we needed to educate and train
them on the technology.
However, it didn’t take long from them to
see the benefits and realise that this was in
fact an incredibly useful tool for them to
reduce and detect crime. The ability to
provide irrefutable evidence, and put criminals behind bars, was the light-bulb moment.’
Friborg concluded: “Video will no longer stand alone as evidence. Criminals now can also be
tagged and linked directly to a specific crime scene. We are bringing game changing forensic
marking technology into the US market. I am truly excited to be part of this journey.”

